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Dining Hall Site Established
V

Arri'tf's conception of the new facility (Burbank/Student)
money already raised by the
by John Howe
a "servere over
crowding
college.
problem."
The building will be conAfter waiting thirty days for
Constcuction of the new'facilstructed of brick and will be
a recently granted institutional
ity will not start until the frost
approximately 100 feet square.
zone to become law, it was
leaves the ground this spring and
The side facing away from Lake
learned from Vice President for
will take nine months to compAndrews will be two stories high.
Business
Affairs
Bernard
plete.
However.
Carpenter
Carpenter that a new dining
expects that the facility will be
facility will be constructed beopen for service early in the
tween Adams and Page Halls at
winter semester of 1978.
the far end of Lake Andrews.
No firm price tag has been
The new facility will not
placed on the project, but the Vice
replace the present commons but
President
estimates
it
at
will only supplement it. relieving
$700,000. The bill for the new
what some students have termed
dining hall will be paid with

and will taper down to one story
high for the area which will be
partially extended over the Lake.
The dining hall is being
designed by TAC, the same
company that engineered the
recently
constructed
Bates
Library. Included in the design is
a solar energy unit, which will be
housed in a portion of the roof.
The solar energy unit is said
to have a 45% efficiency rate,
saving the College 45% of the
total fuel cost required to heat the
-new building. Carpenter says
there is a possibility of a grant
from ERDA' Energy Research
and
Development
Administration, in Washington, but also
noted that such a grant is not a
certainty.
A complete kitchen will not
be included in the new hall, but
instead food will be transported
from the present kitchen facilities
in the commons. A special truck
will be used for this purpose and
will link with an air tight seal on

the door to the kitchen of the new
facility.
The announcement of » sight
for this building comes in the
wake of a summer long Negotiations became necessary after
the Lewiston zoning board rejected the first proposed sight for the
dining hall, which would have
been at the base of Mount David.
The College proposed to the
Planning Board in June that an
institutional zone be created for
its property. President of the
College Thomas Hedley Reynolds
commented at the time tha: Bates
building needs require complicated planning which would be
hampered by having to go to the
Zoning Board of Appeals for
each individual project.
In its hearing held in September, the Lewiston Board of
Mayor and Alderman voted 4-3 to
create an institutional zone to
include a large portion of the
College's property.

Alchohol discussed
at meeting with Deans
By Barbara Braman
Should campus organizations
be allowed to spend portions of
their budgets on the purchase of
alcohol? This was the subject of
discussion at a meeting held
recently by Deans Isaacson and
Fitzgerald, for heads of different
campus groups.
It has been traditionally assumed that money from the student-activity fund wasnot to be
spent on alcohol. The problem is
that there is no rule regarding
expenditures on alcohol. The
•neeting was held to determine
whether there were any negative
feelings about spending studentactivity funds in this way. and, if
not. what sort of guidelines might
be set up.
The group was sure that
spending this money on alcohol
could be beneficial to the whole
campus. Successful examples of
such events include the weekly
faculty-student "Happy Hours"
done by the C.A. and the Proctor's Council. In this situation the
purchase of alcohol assured an
environment where faculty and
students could meet socially. It
was seen as helpful to the entire
school.
What the group did not see
as legitimate expenditure of what
is, essentially, the college's

money, was "in-parties" for the
hierarchies of each group.
The discussion then turned
to how this money might be
allocated. Would it be permissale
for an organization to ask for
additional funds for alcohol oi
entertainment in its budget request?
Of course the huge variety of
organizations on campus makes
any specific answer to this question difficult. It was thought that
perhaps each organization might,
be allowed to spend a small
percentage of its budget or a
small set fee, without bringing
the request before some student
regulatory committee (the R.A.
Budget committee seemed the
logical choice). This would accomodate small sherry parties (such
as the one sponsored by Woman's
Awareness and the like. Otherwise, large requests would have
to be brought before the regulatory committee.
The main problem seemed to
be in determining the sort of
guidelines that might be useful td
all organizations, with all sorts of
budgets and purposes.
It was decided that a committee should be formed including
Brian Fitzgerald, people from the
R.A. Budget committee, and
organizational leaders, to discuss
these guidelines.

View from the sight for the new dining hall. In the distance is Lane Hall and the
parking lot behind the theater. (Burbank/Student)

CA-Plans Reinstating Program
By BOB LARSON
At its planning conference for
the academic year. 1976 - 1977,
the Campus Association reached
the decision to reinstate the
student run Experimental College.
Not since 1976. under the
direction of graduate Bo Pladek.
has this operation experienced
success.
Student apathy and
improper supervision marked its
sudden downfall. This year, the
Campus Association claims that
nothing of the sort will occur.
The college is a co-ordinated
student-faculty teaching
experience.
All courses are non
credit. Any individual from the
Bates Community is elligible to
instruct.
John Plotkin, C-A treasurer
and financer of this endeavor,
states "The college, to be successful, must involve students

teaching other students some
craft or skill. The whole concept
excites me!"
Expertise is not a pre-requisite
for a teaching position. Anyone

with a flair for anything is
encouraged to become involved.
In this sense, it becomes an
individual teaching/learning ex-

Poll shows Ford
behind by 6%
by Rachel Fine
A recent campus survey,
conducted by the Bates Public
Interest Research Group, showed
Jimmy Carter with a 6% lead over
Gerald Ford. Of the approximately 250 students who cast votes.
43% favored Carter. 37% favored
Ford, and 10% favored Eugene
McCarthy. Write-ins numbered 2
for Udall and 1 each for Goldwater, Regan, Brown, Camerju,
and Dunlap.
In the senatorial election, Ed
Muskie pulled in 75% of the vote.

leaving 24% to Bob Monks.
Incumbent Bill Cohen, the only
Republican to win a majority,
beat Leighton Cooney in the
respesentative race, with 71% of
the vote.
The vast majority of those
who participated are registered to
vote, although 8% of them are not
planning to.
Of those registered in Maine
or Massachusetts, 75% are in
favor of the Bottle Bill, and
76 Vi of the Massachusetts voters
are in favor of Gun Control

yyi-

NOTES

AND

COMMENTARY

But it is by folly alone that the world moves.. Joseph Conrad.

Party Spending Policy
At a meeting recently held by Deans Isaacson and
Fitzgerald the topic of expenditures of student-activity funds on alcohol was discussed.
It was
discovered that there were no rules or guidelines to
regulate the spending of money in this way.
We favor a policy which would enable organizations to spend at least a small amount of money
throwing parties without having to go before some
regulatory board.
However, we also recognize the need for some
form of regulation to insure that such expenditures
are neither exorbitant or not beneficial to the
campus.
It should be noted that this is the direction that the
newly formed committee seems to be moving in. To
this end we support them.
JHH/BHB

Equal Weights to
Nonacademics
Dear Editor:

Undoubtedly
the
most
academic folk among the Bates
College student body are Dana
Scholars. These students all have
exemplified high scholastic standards as well as various other
outstanding qualities. But it is
primarily Dana Scholars' academic track record which has
attracted administrative attention.
As well as the Dana award
the administration bestows upon
these academic elite a small
financial gift. The students in
turn are asked by the Admissions
Department to guide college tours
for interested high school seniors.
Often included in these tours are
parents of prospective "Batesies" who undoubtedly foot the
bill for their child's liberal arts
education.These tours also make
To be in Maine in Autumn is to be here during one
an important impression upon Ma
and Pa whose only contact with
of the most heavenly of seasons. There can be
Bates after their child has been
nothing in the world as inspiring as the reds,
accepted is through the business
oranges, and yellows of the turning leaves against
and registrar's offices.
the blue fall sky, or as invigorating as the brisk days.
By graduation most parents
As always, we are amazed when Fall arrives, that
have invested close to $25,000
and the only means by which they
it manages to remain as perfect as we have
have to measure the four year
remembered it. As always, we are surprised that it
return on that investment is with
has so suddenly appeared. For Fall as a season is
their son or daughter's grade
much clearly delineated than the others. Winter
point average.
slushes into spring.
Spring grows lushly into
All in all the first impression
created by Dana Scholars as they
summer. Summer fades gradually...but into what?
"present" Bates to prospective
Into a rush of packing, book-buying, and classes.
students
very likely makes a
Days that seem too short as we re-submerge
strong impact upon them and has
ourselves into academia, intellectual pursuits, the
even deeper ramifications should
library, kee-oarties and exams.
the student impact upon them
And then, suddenly, one day on the way to
and has even deeper ramifications should the student choose to
Commons, the library, or Chinese Hitory, we notice
attend Bates. The administration
the brilliance of the leaves, the brightness of the day,
by employing Dana Scholars as
and suddenly we realize that it is really Fall.
tour guides can rest assured that
Memories or previous autumns crowd fast: Leaf
Bates will be presented in a
piles, the smell of burning leaves, Halloween. And
favorable light as a school truely
we wonder, where has all the time gone? Can it
academic in nature.
I think it's about time the
really be mid-term already?
administration became more obSo we try to think of all the moments we must have
jective in their representation of
wasted, for we have again missed the fading of
Bates through campus tours. I'm
summer into fall.
BHB
proud to be a Batesie and just as
proud of the education I'm receiving, but it's high time this
school de-emphasized its image
WWW»»»WWA<W>>«WWV>»WWVWVW*^WW»WW<«
as a "brain factory" and gave
equal weight to nonacademic
growth.

Another Sudden Autumn
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Editor's Note:
The Bates Catalog for 1976/77
states that Charles A. Dana
Scholarships are considered by
the college: "among the highest
honors which are bestowed upon
its students. The purpose of the
Dana scholarships is to identify
and encourage students of character, with strong academic backgrounds, who give evidence of
potential leadership. The scholarships are available to qualified
sophomores, juniors, and seniors
and range from an honorarium of
$100 ... to substantial assistance
for those requiring such
support."

Letters to the Editor
Thanks,
Freshmen!

At the University of Rochester, at
Wayne State etc., dogs were
strapped into Blalock Presses and
into crash cars, to see how much
pressure could be taken before
bones broke and skulls were
crushed.

Dear Editor,
I would like to use this space to
thank this year's freshmen class
for the immeasurable support
they have given to the Campus
Association and to its programs.
The Little-Brothers-Little sister
project would have been half as
effective were it not for this
enthusiastic group.
It has been the past experience
of Bates College to blunt this
quest for involvement in the early
stages of one's career. Apathy on
the part of upperciasmen plays
the most important role here.
However, this class of 1980
seems strong. They are everywhere, offering to help out.
The C-A is reinstating the
Experimental College. Its demise
two years ago can best be
attributed to student laziness and
some degree of mismanagement.
On behalf of the cabinet of the
Campus Association, let me call
upon all. but especially the Freshmen, to add interest and support
to this operation. If it fails again,
we are no worse than we are now.
However, by past experience, let
me tell you that if the "college"
does succeed. Bates will be a
much more exciting experience.
Bob Larson '77
C-A Press Secretary

Vegetarians
Unite
Dear Editor:
We arc looking for fellow vegetarian workers. If you are or would
like to be involved in some sort of
vegetarian action on your campus
would you let us know.
This fall there will be a network of
UNTURKEY or vegetarian
Thanksgiving public dinners around the country. Vegetarian
Thanksgivings save grain for
some of the 50 million hungry,
save animals from going terrorized to an unjust death, save
humans from the food poisoning,
intestinal cancer, kidney disease,
and other hazards of animal flesh.
The laboratories on your campus,
if it is a typical one, are involved
in some of the kinds of research
which have happened elsewhere,
e.g..
At the University of Calif at San
Diego, pigs are forced to run a
treadmill till they drop of exhaustion.
At Harvard several years ago.
pigs were droppe.d alive into 800
degree boiling oil for- eventual
compilation as research in The
Symposium on Burns.

We are animal libcrationists,
world hunger activiists. and
disease fighters. All can be
accomplished through vegetarian
work, either on campus or with
us. We work for $5 a week and
room and board. Come on aboard.
Sincerely,
Don Wilson
Americian Vegetarians. Wash.D.C.

■ Fair
Shake "
Dear Editor:
I think it is about time Gerald
Ford got a fair shake in this
paper. Let's examine some of the
important issues in this campaign. How did Gerald Ford get
where he is today? By serving the
people! Gerald Ford has a wide
constituency, after all. he was
elected to the House of Representatives by the people of
Grand Rapid Michigan. In the
twenty-five years he was in the
House he did an amazing job. His
name was a household word
throughout the country before he
ever became Vice President.
One of the more impressive
tasks Gerald Ford undertook,
while in the House, was attempting to impeach William Douglas
from the Supreme Court for
writing a book about the problems
of this country. He also served on
the Warren Commission which
did a fine job ending the controversy surrounding
President
Kennedy's death.
Gerald Ford's past speaks for
itself, so please ponder for a
moment his accomplishments as
President. People have gone so
far as to criticize Mr. Ford for the
high unemployment in this
country. They obviously know
nothing about economics. These
people don't realize that if
enough people lose their jobs and
have no money to spend, prices
will go down!
The bleeding heart liberals in
this country claim that putting
hard working people with families
out of work is morally repugnant.
Does this bother our President?
Sure, but he knows putting
Americans to work would be the
easy thing to do. He has
inflation statistics to worry about
which are obviously
more
important. None of the unemployed voted for him anyway,
our President is made of sterner
stuff.

Sure

But let's talk about defense.
Jerry cut the defense
Continued on Page 3

>*

International
Perspectives

N

As a Sweae I have often been
asked by people whether all
Swedes ski and whether all the
Swedish girls are blond. They
seem to be pretty well informed.
Most Swedes have skied and
many Swedish girls are blond.
I'm sure most students on the
Bates campus know more about
this country, far north in Europe.
It stretches from south to north
for 1.000 miles and it lies on the
same altitude as Alaska. The size
is a little bigger than that of
California.
On this vast area only 8.2
millions people live. The country
isn't heavily populated, especially
the northern half where less than
a million Swedes make their
living. In this part you find the
largest wilderness in Europe.
That's also the place on whic the
midnight sun shines all summer
and where the sun during the
darkest winter months isn't visible for more than an hour or two.
The natural resources you find
up here is one explanation of the
high standard of living in Swe-.
den. Timber and minerals are
transformed by high technology
into expensive quality products.
Some of these products are
exported to the USA. but Sweden

imports an even larger portion of
American goods. In fact, the
country that buys most American
goods (per capita) is Sweden.
Included in Sweden's jmport are
many violent American TV -programs which are immensely popular on both TV-channels. We
have got two TV-channels. TV1
and TV2. which are controlled by
the parliament.
The parliament consists nowadays of 349 memberrs. representing five different parties.
The biggest party is the Social
Democratic party which has formed the government of Sweden
for 44 years. As a result from the
September elections, three of the
parties to the right of the Social
Democrats now are in majority.
Right now, they are busy forming
a new government.
I hope that you have learned a
little more about another nation,
about Sweden, though I haven't
told you more than some tiny
fragments.
I hope that you. one day. will
see Sweden by yourself. If you
do. keep in mind that you will feel
right at home with the MacDonald's Chain and the Big Mac.
Hakan Andersson

Letter
Continued from Page 3
budget but he brought it back up.
Some people claim it was just to
stop Ronald Reagan from getting
the nomination. I ask you. does
Gerald Ford appear that wishywashy to you? I offer a much more
plausible reason for Jerry's
handling of the defense budget.
He was trying to outsmart the
Russians! He figured if the

Russians knew we were cutting
our budget, they would cut theirs:
Then (secretly, of course) we
would raise ours, be outspending
the Russians, and take them over.
This is just a personal theory, but
if Ronald Reagan hadn't given
Gerald Ford such a difficult time
in the primaries, I bet the USSR
would be the fifty-first state
today. Not only do I believe

Campus Security,
issue of concern
BY CHRISTINA LEIFI.AND
Although Bates is not ranked
as a particularly crime-oriented
school, there are certain problems
which do exist on campus.
According to Dean Isaacson,
there have been in the past seven
years two incidents of possible
rape of Bates women, one in close
proximity to the campus and the
other in Parker. Neither of these
cases was actually verified.
There have also on a few
occasions been incidents of outside men gaining entrance to the
women's dorms in spite of the
receptionists.
Although no harm was done
to anyone in these incidents, it
was a disquieting scene to the
women living there. Ms Isaacson
views this very seriously and
believes that the receptionists are
mor* alert now that they are
aware of the potential danger of
admitting unfamiliar men into the
dormitories.
However, the most conspicuous security problem on campus
is not rape or assault but theft on

a small scale. The reason for the
relative absence of more serious
crime, according to Chet Fmmons
head of campus security, is that
Bates students very frequently
report suspicious-acting outsiders
to security, allowing security to
• see that the person in question
leaves the campus. Mr. Emmons
sees this as a very helpful
preventative measure, as the
potential committer of a serious
crime is more likely to be an
outsider than a Bates student.
However, should a Bates
student be subject to rape or
assault on campus, the best thing
for him or her to do is to go

this, but more importantly now
that other Ford supporters have
read this theory. I bet they
believe it too.
Let's move on to foreign
policy. I consider this to be Gerald
Ford's strong point, his ace in the
hole. There is no Soviet domination in Eastern Europe. The
people of Eastern Europe are the
happiest in the world. Certainly
all of us have heard the heart
warming stories of valiant efforts
by Eastern Europeans to escape
to the west. But they only did it to
tell us how good they had it. In
1968 when the USSR marched
into Czechoslovakia with a
hundred tanks, many uninformed
Americans thought it was an
invasion. Wrong! Gerald Ford,
an important member of the
House was shown top secret
documents explaining to his satisfaction that it was merely a
parade.
Gerald Ford signed the
Helsinki
agreement,
which
acknowledged Soviet influence in
Eastern Europe. Certainly no
American sees a contradiction
between this agreement and the
obvious state of euphoria in
Eastern Europe. More importantly, the Pope signed this
agreement. I'm sure if Gerald
Ford is elected he will follow
other papal doctrine such as
banning birth control and abortion. The main objective in Gerald
Ford's foreign policy is not to
alienate the Pope. If some country
were to invade Western Europe,
the Pope's armies would be
crucial to its defense.
I could go on and on, but I
think my point has been made. 1
would just like to say in closing
that people who call Gerald Ford
"Nixon's revenge" are not very
informed as to what Gerald Ford
has done to this country.
No Butz about it. Gerald
Ford deserves a favorable place in
history, so vote Democratic.

Todd Robinson
directly to the infirmary and then
notify the Concierge of what has
happened. If there is serious
injury done to the person, it is
better to call the Concierge and
be connected through them with
the hospital and the police.
In case of rape the Concierge
will notify Dr. James, College
gynecologist for prompt response.
The reason students should
contact the Concierge first rather
than calling the police or hospital
directly is that it will save time
and assure the student prompt
assistance. These agencies are
more likely to respond quickly to
the authority of the Concierge
than to a call from a student.
It is also important that the
Concierge be notified of any
crime so that the Deans nd The
Security can be notified of what
has happened, except in cases

(Photo by Whit Burbank)

Results of Concert Poll
The following are the results
of a recently conducted poll
regarding student preference
trends for campus concerts.
These results are based on a
32% response of a random
sampling of the Bates student
body. Evidently. 68% of those
polled were either too apathetic to
respond or had no opinion.
The preference tends toward
Folk/Rock music with a majority
of those responding favorably to
folk/rock, stating they also would
prefer a large number of small
concerts on campus.

Jazz
50% 50%

R°<*
64%
36%

(A)

(A)

(B)

(B)

where the student desires confidentiality.
With regards to theft, Ms.
Isaacson believes for the most
part it is done by young teenagers
who get their "kicks" out of
stealing things from the dormitories. She urges all students to be
conscious of people who do not
appear to have valid reasons for
being in the dormitories.
However, Ms. Isaacson is
concerned about the great amounts of books that have been
stolen, primarily from the cloakroom in Chase Hall, since this is
most likely done by students. She
feels that in a school like Bates,
with a fairly strong feeling of
community, this could be eliminated if only students would
exert pressure on peers that they
know have taken books. According to Dean Debbie Thomas, this
is often the case, however many
times the books will not be

Smith - Adams Rucus
A fun-loving group estimated
at fifty or more which was
gathered in back of Smith and
Adams Halls, led many to believe
a revolution was occuring here at
Bates last Thursday night around
10:30.
The group organized quite a
chorus which echoed loudly throughout the entire campus and
adjacent homes. After chanting
loudly for approximately fifteen
minutes, the group moved over
towards Page Hall where they

(A) Prefer a large number of small
concerts.
<B> Prefer a small number of
large concerts.

Folk
75%
25%
(A)

(B)

Folk/Rock
100% 0%
(A)

(B)

returned until the end of the term
when they are nr longer any use
to the owner.
As far as prevention of theft
is concerned, Mr. Emmons believes that it is to a large degree a
responsibility of the students to
see that their doors are locked,
suspicious-looking people are
reported to security, the lockers
in the gym are used, etc. However, certain measures have been
taken by the school such as the
posting of important telephone
numbers by all phones on campus
(to the Concierge and police and
fire departments), receptionists
in the female and coed dorms,
and a security man on duty 24
hours a day.
Whether or not security on
campus is functioning adequately
is debatable, but in comparison
with other schools of this size the
problem at Bates is small.

tried to gain entrance into the
dorm, but were stopped when the
receptionist locked the doors. One
over-exuberant member of the
group accidentally broke a pan*
of glass in the door as he was
pounding on it. Undaunted, the
group then proceeded to Parker,
were foiled again by locked doors,
and dispersed.
Apparently, many neighbors
were bothered by all the noise
and notified the concierge. By the
time that Deans Isaacson and
Continued onPage 8
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Boston Venture...A culture lovers dream
The newly-formed Arts Society, in conjunction with the Art
Department, is sponsoring a bus
trip to Boston on Saturday, 23
October. Buses will leave Chase
Hall at 8:00 a.m. and arrive at the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts at
approximately 11:00 a.m.; buses
will depart for Lewiston from
Harvard Square at 11:00 p.m.
Saturday night.
Round-trip tickets may be
purchases at the Business Office
for $7.50; tickets must be purchased by noon. Friday, 22 October. Students who are interested
in box lunches should consult
Craig Canedy in Commons.
Maps of Boston and Cambridge, as well as of the MBTA
subway system, will be provided
free.
The Arts Society has composed a brief, one day guide to
Boston and Cambridge for Batesies going on the trip. A selection
of galleries, restaurants, shopping, movies, and theatre is
provided to assist people in
making the most out of a day in
the city.
Professors Cole, Law, and

Lyczko will also be on the trip.
ART EVENTS: At the
BMFA. an intriguing new exhibit
called "Anamorphoses: Games of
Perception and Illusion in Art."
which deals with optical illusions
and visual tricks that have fascinated artists for centuries.
Also at the BMFA, "Printing
in Germany: 1880-1975." which
illuminates the working methods
of printmakers from Rembrandt
to Rauschenberg; "The Art of
Tapestry." from pre-Columbian
Peruvian textiles to European
wall hangings; and "Food for
Thought." an exhibit tracing
theartistic representation of food
through the ages.
Around the corner from the
BMFA, is the Isabella Stewart
Gardner Museum (280 Fenway),
a charming and delightful museum patterned after a Venetian
fifteenth century palace; here one
finds a large number of Dutch
Baroque and Italian Renaissance
works.
The Institute of contemporary Art (955 Boylston St.)
presents innovative programs of
contemporary art.

In Cambridge, the Fogg Museum (32 Quincy St.) has a show
called "America 1976" as well as
its permanent collection of oriental, late medieval Italian, and
ninteenth century art. Just down
the street from the Fogg is the
Busch-Reisinger Museum (Kirkland St. and Divinity Ave.) which
houses Harvard's collection of
German. Swiss. Netherlandish,
Austrian, and Scandinavian art
FILM EVENTS:. The sleeper
of the year is playing at the
Exeter St. Cinema (off Copley
Sq.): it is the marvelously witty
and charming French film
Cousin, Cousine. In addition, the
Orson Welles Cinema Complex
(1001 Mass. Ave.. Cambridge)
has a triple choice of three new
and widely acclaimed films: 1)
George Simenon's The Clockmaker, about a proud man who
re-examines his whole life as his
son is hunted for a political
murder; 2) Sunday Woman with
Marcello Mastroianni, Jacqueline
Bisset. and Jean-Louis Trintigant, a who-dunnit set in upperclass Italy, reminiscent of the '30s
and "Murder on the Orient

Express"; 3) Claude Chabrol's
new film Une Partie de Plaisir. a
witty and shattering film of a
couple who seek other partners
and other ways to expand their
seemingly ideal relationship,
paired with Vincent, Francois,
Paul and the Others, a poignant
drama of three middleaged buddies and the women in their lives.
For a thriller. Marathon Man
at Cinema 57 (200 Stuart near
Park Sq.). and for the art-lover,
Watkin's Edvard Munch at the
Charles Cinema Center (195 Cambridge St. at the base of Beacon
Hill).
Good cinemas with daily
changing offerings are : Harvard
Sq. Theatre (Harvard Sq.) and
Cinema 733 (733 Boylston St.).
THEATRE: The fifties revival of Grease is on at the
Shubert Theatre (265 Tremont
St.), while the Afro-Americal
musical Don't Bother Me, I Can't
Cope is still playing at the Charles
Playhouse (76 Warrenton St.). In
the Cararet Down Under (the
Charles Playhouse) is the absurdly funny comedy The Drunkard,
while G.B. Shaw's Candida plays

at the Harvard Loeb Drama
Center (64 Brattle St.). Noel
Coward brings his sophisticated
parlor games to the stage in the
Lyric Stage's version of Private
Lives (54 Charles St.) and the
Bostori~Shakespcar Co. (Berkeley
& Marlborugh St.) presents The
Taming of the Shrew.
For another kind of theatre,
the Ringling Bros, and Barnum
and Bailey Circus is playing at the
Boston Garden (North Station).
MUSIC: Jazz groups are to
be found at Passim's (47 Palmer
St. Harvard Sq.) and Paul's Mall
and Jazz Workshop (both 733
Boylston St.). the latter presenting Betty Carter. Jonathan
Swift's (30 Boylston St.. Cambridge) presents the Franconia
Notch Band and Tiffany's (450
Ridge Ave. (presents Rhythum.
George Benson and the Tower
of Power are playing at the
Orphcum Theatre. The Boston
Symphony is out of town this
weekend but numberless smaller
classical groups are performing
throughout Cambridge and
Continued

Where it's at in Boston
RESTAURANTS & SHOPPING:

Fish: No Name Restaurant
15-3/4 Fish Pier, Boston
338-7539
Italian: Mother Anna's
211 Hanover St., Boston
Fedele's
30 Fleet St., Boston
Soul Food: Lillie's, Deli
507 Columbus Ave..
Boston
Bob -he Chefs
604 Columbus Ave., Boston
Szechuan-Chinese: Tai Tung
227 Harrison Ave.,
Boston

Strawberries
30 Boylston St.. Harvard Sq.

German: The Wursthaus
Boylston off Harvard Sq.
diagonally across from COOP
Good Deli: Ken's
Copley St., Boston
Used Books: Brattle Book Shop
5 West St., Boston

Strawberries
711 Boylston St.. Boston
Clothes: Design Research
Brattle St.

Fabric: Fabrications
44 Brattle St.. Cambridge
Gourmet Foods: Cardullo's
Gourmet Shop
6 Brattle St.. Cambridge
Cofee: The Coffee Connection
36 Boylston St., Cambridge

All-you-can-eat-Chinese: Joyce
Chen's
390 Rindge Ave., Cambridge
Greek: Averof
1924 Mass. Ave.. Cambridge
Japanese: Oska
617 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge
Mexican: Sol Azteca
914A Beacon St., Boston

Saks Fifth Avenue
Prudential Center
Spectrum India
460 Boylston St.. Boston
Housewares: Lower Story
171 Huron Ave.,

FiDlene's
C It76

JOB

Cambridge
Pastry: Blacksmith House
56 Brattle St.. Cambridge
Best streets for restaurants and
stores are Mass. Ave. in Cambridge and around the Square,
and Newbury St. and Boylston St.
in Boston.

Schlili Brewing C«., Milwaukee and airier great ciHet.

Lookout
for the Bull
In the new 24-ox. can.

Records: The COOP

The Hunan700 Mass. Ave.
Central St.. Cambridge

426 Washington St.. Boston

Come and get it.
The bold, robust taste of Schlitz
Malt Liquor. Now available in the
new 24-ounce can.

Harvard Sq.

If you want to buy anything, sell
anything, or need a ride anywhere, this is the ideal way to
communicate. After all. everyone
who is anyone reads The Student!
Simply fill out this convenient
blank, and deliver with payment
to Box 309. Deadline is Sunday
night, for Thursday's Student.

Parents,
{Students.

GRANT'S
BAKERY
Specializing in
decorated cakes
delivery service
TO ORDER CALL
783-2226
or write 81 College St.
Lewiston _
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Amount of payment.
The Student reserves the right to
[edit any ad.
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Central Distr., Inc.-Lewiston, Maine
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Let's explode the bomb shelter myth

By Tim Lundergan
and
Dick Rothman
After getting clearance with
security, you are escorted down a
long narrow flight of stairs and
through a large, high-ceilinged
room where men are working. A
door is unlocked, and you step
down into a subteranean chamber, where you find yourself
staring at a shower, piles of
furniture and lines of triple bunk
beds.
As you walk along, you
notice stacks of food and water
cannisters. Turning right, you
hear the hum of machinery. A
second turn reveals another room
where men stand over newly
painted pieces of paper.
Is this some nefarious secret
hideout? A CIA front? No. it's the
back of the Lane Hall mailroom.
also known as the bomb shelter.
The bombshelter, expansion
area, that is, consists of three
large rooms with high, grey,
concrete walls. The first and
largest room contains a long row
of triple-high army bunkbeds and
is packed on one side with new
dormitory furniture. The second
room houses stacks of empty Civil
Defense water Cannisters and
K-ration boxes.
At the end of this room, a
short stairway past a large steaming airvent, whose function is
unknown, leads to the Lane Hall
printing room. This room, jutting
out from the basement of Lane
toward Andrews Road, contains
showers in addition to the equipment needed for the mailroom
and poster printing.
In the case of a national
emergency, one is expected to
enter the bombshelter through
the entrances at Lane Hall and
the maintenance center. One then
showers with one's clothes on in
order to wash away radiation.
(The water provided, however, is
not treated chemically for this
purpose.)
The shelter is equipped to
house 1400 people, and when
fully stocked can supply food for
three months. Cannisters used to
store water can also be converted
to supplement the two toilets in
the shelter.
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Pure water is supplied through an artesian well beneath the
area, which supplies Lane Hall
and Dana Chemistry with cleantasting drinking water. Air is
filtered before entering the shelter. The rear of the printing room
can be converted into a small
hospital with beds and medical
equipment. The room adjacent to
The Maintenance Center would
contain sleeping quarters. At the
moment, most of the food and
equipment is lacking.
Why was construction of this
cavern hailed by Bernie Carpenter, business vice-president of the
college, as "one of the best
decisions ever made at the board
level"...?
At first sight, people imagine
that Bates wasted immense
amounts of money on a useless
bomb shelter. Nothing could be
further from the truth, according
to Mr. Carpenter. He explains
that the shelter, built in conjunction with the construction of Lane
Hall and the Maintenance center,
was planned from the first as a
storage area.
The trustees had accurately
projected a future increase in the
amount of storage space Bates
would need. At that time (19631964), underground construction
cost roughly 22 dollars per square
foot, whereas an above ground
building would have cost between
forty and fifty dollars per square
foot.
Similarly, the artesian well
was not dug to succor the
existence of stranded survivors of
Armegeddon, but to provide
water cheaple to Lane Hall and

[ Pappagallo's
Restaurant
Spaghetti and Meatballs

$2.25
with Bates I.D.
Center Street, Auburn
. MXMlMMMMklMM
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m

Try Our

471 Sabattus Street

Big Beef Cheeseburger Special
SPECIAL PLATTER

$1.80

Within walking distance from campus

DanaChemistrv. where pure
water is needed for experiments.
The showers and bunks, as
well as the hospital equipment
and Civil Defense cannisters,
were provided as an afterthought,
at relatively little cost, in the era
following the Cuban missile
crisis. Within a few years, these
items began to make way for
other goods, as the trustee's
projected need for space arose.
The expansion area now
contains new furniture, old furniture, a washingmachine. a stove,
and a bicycle, but no food or
water. The shpwcrs arc stacked
with chairs, the bathrooms are
crammed with miscellaneous
items, and the hospital area has
been completely dismantled.
If you notice a MIRV warhead decending from the sky, we
all's in a heap o' trouble, boy. In
other words, we will be unable to
protect ourselves from Russia.
China. North Vietnam, Cambodia, Angola, Chile, Watergate, and
other "foreign threats."
Rumors that students will
soon be able to get bombed in the
bomb shelter appear unfounded,
although our guide Mr. Mac
Kenzie commented. "Personally,
I wouldn't mind." Carpenter
explained that the city of Lewiston does not favor a pub on the
Bates campus.
Another reason may be that
it would prove too much of a
temptation to administrators and

staff in Lane Hall, especially
during the summer, when the
supplementary storage area is the
coolest spot on campus. Instead,
part of the "shelter" will make

way for office space, primarily for
the new capital campaign.
Meanwhile, FREE LUNCH
will be providing tours of the area
as a public service.

We have just experienced the marvelous "Attack: Springtime in
Stromboli" by the once-great Pico Ortini.
Pico was conceived in the back of a Fiat taxi in Milano. Italia. He
was raised in an atmosphere off sheer and utter brutality which must
be considered when interpreting his great art. For Pico, the world
was round. His sense of shape was astute. During Pico's vagabond
period, many hours in wheelbarrows taught him the sordid truth,
the cruel hard texture of the concrete world. This unique vision of
twentieth century angst reveals his sensitivity to Kirdegaard's
profundity. As Pascal noted "I have no words to describe so silly a
creature."
In this work. Pico parallels his earlier "Tuesday Becomes
Aegisthus" in which the attitude of Pico becomes manifest in his
desire to make love to his laundress.
It has been said that all great masters of art have a 'Blah' period;
this is indeed the pinnacle of Pico's Blah work.
In "Attack", the natural forces pulling man as a political animal
into conflict with his basic desires discerns for us the existential
reality when spreading the many soft sublimations of thought.
Pico's concepts are wine, his manner, cavier. Are we ever to live
in the age of such a master again? To think of his years as a waiter
in Brindisi forces us to reflect upon Seneca's famous postulate:
"Immediately they flit forth like cloud puffs and suck in the air of
the open sky."
Wanted!!!!!Go-fors [dirty work
people) to get advertisements for
The Bates Student. You get 15%
cut for what you sell! Contact The
Editor, Box 309.

Need a Yearbook photo? Or
any other photograph? See Jesse
Chace. Box 186 By Appointment
only. Satisfaction guaranteed.

STUDY WITH THE LEADERS.

THE MBA
WITH AN
OUTSTANDING
GRADUATE
FACULTY AT
RUTGERS
"One of America's
top Graduate Schools of
Business Administration."
From A Guide to Executive Education
in Business Week Magazine

Rutgers, The State University,
offers you an opportunity to
study with one of the nation's
most distinguished faculties in
management education —
whether as a full-time or parttime student. The Rutgers
MBA program is one of three
in the N.Y. Metropolitan Area
accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
Trimester study program.
Full-time admissions June and
September. Part-time admissions September and February.
Convenient locations on our Newark
Campus and in the New Brunswick Area.

Paul S. Nadler. PhD — New
York University. National Authority on Banking. Regular
Columnist in The American Banker; Anther Consul
lant and Advisor to banks.
State and Federal Agencies
Professor of Business Administration

S George Walters PhD —
New York University. Former
top corporate executive,
leader in Creative Management Planning, developer of
the school's unique Inter
functional Management Program, author. Professor of
Business Administration

A Moneim Fi-Meiigi Ph.D
— London University Internationally known clinical
psychologist, author, lecturer, and consultant Specialist in leadership behavior and problems of transcultural communications
Professor of Organisation
Behavior

Rosa Oppenheim. Ph 0 Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn Recipient ol the
Teacher of the Year Award
Research and Publications
m Mathematical Programming and Graph Theory
Member Society of Women
Engineers and Operations
Research Society of America. Assistant Professor ot
Business Administration

RUTGERS
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY
Graduate School of Business Administration
92 New Street, Newark. N.J. 07102
Please send me full information on your
MBA program.
Name
Add ress —

City

___
-State-
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Hours 7 am to 11 pm
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What's Happening
Marguerite A. Jordan

Theatre
"No Trifling With Love"
October 14-17. Performances at
8:00 p.m. Tickets are $2.50 for
adults, SI.25 for students. For
More Information call the
Schaeffer Theater Box Office
3-8772.
"The Miser" October 1-31.
Portland Profile Theatre, Inc.
Performances are at 8:15 p.m.
on
Thursday-Saturday.
7:30
Sunday.
"Norman, Is That You?"
October 15, 16. Portland Lyric
Theater at the Holiday Inn West.
"Star
Spangled
Girl"
October 14-16. Theater Department at Gorham. University of
Maine
Portland/Gorham.
Performances at 8:00 p.m. in
Russell Hall. More info caJJ
839-3351 ext. 405.
"Born Yesterday" October
20-23. Acadia Repertory Theatre
Bangor Memorial Hall, Main and
Union Streets. Performances at
8:00 p.m. For More information
call 942-3333.
"You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown"-presented at the
Inn at Poland Springs on Sunday
Oct. 17 and 24 at 2 p.m.
Admission is FREE. Come and
relax with a drink or two and top
musical comedy entertainment
featuring familiar faces.
Music
Bates College Choir and the
Lewiston-Auburn
Community
Ochestra present Schubert's
Mass in G October 16. For More
Info see Parent's weekend
activity calender.
The Ragtime Years October
22. 8:00 p.m. Camden Opera
House Max Morath, famed
singer-comedian-pianist present
this award winning show. Ticket
Info send stamped self addressed
envelope to Morath Show, Box
733 Camden, Maine 04843.

Roger McQiiinn With
Thunder-byrd October 23 8:00
p.m. University of Maine at
Orono Memorial Gymnasium
Roger McQuinn, ex-Byrd and
member of Bob Dylan's Rolling
Thunder Review in performance.

Bangor Antique Show Renowned
Artist exhibits her exquisite
shihouettes. Sponsored by the
Junior League of Bangor.
Television

Music of the French Baroque
Colby College October 17 Lorimer
Chapel 4:00 p.m. Adel Heinrich
presents a concert of harpsicord
and organ music of this period.

PBS Movie Theatre "The
Blue Angel ', October 16 1:00
P.M. The classic story of a
middle aged professor whose love
for a vulgar cafe singer leads to
his ruin.

The
Aeolian
Chamber
Players Sponsored by the Colby
Music Series October 20, 8:00
p.m. Given Auditorium For ticket
info call Colby College 873-1131
ext 363

Lebnard
Bernstein
at
Harvard:
The
Unanswered
Question "The Poetry of Earth"
Bernstein discusses Stravinsky's
great save for music in neo-classicism October 17 PBS 2:00 p.m.

St.
Lawrence University
Early Music Ensemble October 15
Phoenix/Hebron Arts Council
Hebron Academy Performance at
7:30 For more info call Hebron
Academy 966-2100
Bates College
Concert October 19

In Performance at Wolf Trap
October 18 PBS 9:00 P.M.
Bcveryl Sills in an encore of her
dramatic performance as Queen
Elizabeth in Donizetti's opera.
Julius Rudcl conducts.

Noonday

The McCoy Tyncr Sextet A
Colby College Student Association concert. October 17 8:00 p.m.
Waterville
Opera
House
Addmission Charged.
Exhibits
A Selection of American Art:
The Skowhegan School, 19471976 Colby College Art Gallery
through October 31 An exhibition
of paintings and sculpture.
Photography
Exhibit by
Stephen Muskie Bates College
Student
Gallery-Chase
Hall
Continues through October 21.
Milton
Avery
Exhibit
October 6 - November 5 University of Maine at Portland/
Gorham A collection of his prints
from 1933 to 1955.
The Many Facets of Emily
Muir October University of Maine
at Orono Art Exhibit Gallery
Two-Carnegie Hall. Paintings,
sculpture designs and crafts by
this artist.

The Puzzle Children October
19 PBS 8:00 p.m. Julie Andrews
and Bill Bixby host a special hour
of talk, music, magic etc about
children's learning disabilities.
Muskie-Monks
Debate
October 20 8:00 p.m. PBS Edward
Muskie and Bob Monks, Maine's
Senatorial candidates meet to
debate important issues.
Workshops and Miscellany
Sign-up! The Society for
the Arts' first workshop. Theresa
Shostak will be instructing in the
art of weaving. Classes will be
held on November 5 and 6.
Signup October 18-22. There will
be a lottery if more than 12 people
signup.
Conference: "Confronting

The second is a "Workshop
On Weaving" conducted by
Theresa Shostak of Lewiston.
Picture frame and canvas stretcher looms will be used with
differently textured nuuerialsanything from rags to yarn to
wrapping twine.
Cost for this activity is $7.00
per student. Signups are on
October 18-22 and the workshop
will be given on November 5 and
6 in the art studio. If more than
twelve people sign up a lottery
will be held.

workshop will be held the weekend of October 30-31, from 1-5
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
Henry Harding,
professional
photographer from York, Maine,
and a graduate of R.I.T., will
conduct two four-hour seminars
in darkroom techniques and other
elements of photography of
interest to beginning and intermediate photographers. Sign-ups
for the lottery (should more than
10-12 students sign-up) and
further details are available from
Rick Johnson, Moulton House,
Box 302.
A Christmas baking workshop is also tentatively scheduled
for all-day Saturday, 4 December.
Leslie Land, noted chef who is
often reviewed in The Maine
Times, will conduct a seminar on
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Meet the Candidates October
14 7:30 p.m. Multi Purpose
Center,
Lewiston
Activity
sponsored by the League of
Women Voters presenting the
State Legislative candidates for
this area.

Demonstration: The Martial
Arts of Kabuki October 16 Colby
College Wadsworth Gym 8:00
p.m. This performance is presented by the National Theater of
Japan.

Films
"Camille" October 22 Bates
College 7:30 and 9:45 p.m. This
film version of Alexander Dumas'
famed tear jerkcr has become a
master pattern for romantic
tragedies.Admission charged.
"A Matter of Time" Now
Playing Northwood Plaza Cinema
I Lewiston Stars Liza Mlnelli and
lngrid Bergman For more info call
782-1431.
"One
Flew Over The
Cuckoo's Nest" Now Playing
Empire Theater Lewiston This
award winning show stars Jack
Nicholson. For more information
call 782-3131. All seats 99 cents.

Women in Careers,
topic of discussion
t-our career womsnops lor
junior and senior college women
in the sciences, social sciences
and mathematics will be offered
by Simmons College this fall.
Funded by the National Science
Foundation Women in Science
Career Workshop Program, the
Saturday afternoon sessions will
acquaint women undergraduates
with the many scientific career
opportunities available in the
future, the education needed to
take advantage of these opportunities, and practicable methods
of seeking this education.
The afternoon will begin with
presentations by four successful
women scientists from business,
government, and industry as well
as academia, who will describe
their education, work, and life
style and encourage students to
explore
non-traditional
and
non-academic career areas. This
part of the workshops is open to

the public. Following the formal
presentations, student participants will continue with informal
discussion, in small groups, with
the guest speakers and by
counseling with a panel of
economic and career planning
experts.
Each workshop will be organized around a broad scientific
theme: Earth (October 23)
Information
(November
6),
Health (November 20), and Food
(December 4). The second half of
each session will be limited to 200
junior and senior college women
from colleges and universities
within a 100 mile radius of
Boston.
Brochures and applications
may be obtained by contacting:
Dr. Miriam Schwcber. Biology
Department, Simmons College.
300 The Fenway, Boston, Mass.,
02115. (617)738-2195.
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Muskie display in C.H.
LEWISTON
MAINE-A
collection of works by Maine photographer Stephen Muskie will be
on display at the Chase Hall
Gallery, Bates College, from
October 6 through October 21.

Arts Group Plans Workshop
The Society for the Arts,
Bates' newly organized group
promoting cultural activities, is
sponsoring two exciting events.
The first is a trip to Boston on
October 23.

Realities: Economic Survival for
Visual Artists." October 24 9:30
a.m. on Registration by writing
P.O. Box 262, Brunswick, Maine
04011.

holiday baking in Women's
Union. A lab fee will be charged
for the ingredients; interested
students should contact Annelisa
Johnson, Wilson House, Box 288.
News of workshops and lotteries will be announced on the
Chapel side of the Mouthpiece.
The Arts Society will also
present two films in November:
Ingmar
Bergman's
widely
acclaimed The Seventh Seal and
the adaptation of a D.H.
Lawrence short story. Rocking
Horse Winner. The films are
scheduled, respectively, for two
Sundays, November 7 and 14,
both at 3:00 p.m. in the Filene
Room.
For more information on the
plans of the Society for the Arts
come to the next meeting,
October 19.

A Waterville native, Muskie
is a 1971 graduate of the University of Maine, Orono. He has
worked as a photographer at the
Smithsonian Institute in Washington, as a staff photographer
for the Guy Gannett newspapers,
and most recently as chief photographer and graphic arts director
of the "Biddeford-Saco Journal."
Muskie's photographs have
been used in several national
publications including "Time"
and "Newsweek." His work has
also been exhibited at the University of Maine, Rochester Institute

of
Technology,
and
the
MacArthur Library in Biddeford.
The Chase Hall exhibition
includes three bodies of work:
black and white photographs
taken over the years, color photographs of Rochester, N.Y. schoolchildren, and a series of color
photographs of acquaintances
from the Biddeford area.

A reception will be held in
the gallery Wednesday, October 6
at 4:00 p.m. The public is invited
to attend, free of charge.

Student poets to read
Six Bates students will be
reading poetry in Chase Lounge
on Tuesday, October 26 at 8:00 in
an event sponsored by THE
GARNET.The reading offers an
evening of fine entertainment as
the student-poets bring poetry to
life by its performance.
This is the second such event
in as many years to take place at
the college. Last year's reading
drew good responses not only
from those who attended but from
the poets who read as well. While
small, informal' gatherings of

student-poets have taken place at
Bates before notably Professor
Tagliabue's now famous gatherings, this is one of the few
opportunities that students and
poets have to enjoy poetry in a
more or less formal atmosphere.
THE GARNET staff hopes
that this Fall's reading will be as
successful as last year's and
extends an open invitation to
everyone to attend an enjoyable
evening of poetry, munchies, and
conversation.
,
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Backfired punt loses close one

By NILS BONDE-HENUKSEN
A Bates fumble deep in its own
territory gave the Hamilton Continentals an easy touchdown and a
victory on a muddy Steuben Field
in Clinton. New York this Saturday. The game was played on a
field better fit for ducks than for
football players. A driving rain
which left the field submerged in
water limited the two teams to a
combined total offense of 146

yards.
The game's only score came
midway through the first quarter,
when Bates punter Tom Szot
could not handle the wet ball and
fumbled on his own two yard line.
Hamilton linebacker Mike Legal
recovered to set up the score.
Two plays later Mark Annunziata
put Hamilton on the board.
Hamilton took the opening
kickoff and moved the ball for the
first of their two first downs in the
game. The Continentals were
forced to punt and Bates took over
on their own 21. A third down

penalty moved the ball back to the
II. setting up the punting situation and the game's only score.
The Bobcats failed to move the
ball over the midfield strioe until
late in the first half.
The
Bobcats got the ball on the
Hamilton Jl when defensive end
Bill Ryan recovered a Continental
fumble. Two plays later defensive back Nick Lore intercepted a
Steve Olscn pass on the 3-yard
line, and the Bates threat was
terminated.
As is often the case on a sloppy
field both teams were equally
ineffective, but one big play
decided the game. The Bobcats
came up with ten first downs in
the game, whereas Hamilton
came up with just two. In the first
half Bates gained 42 yards as
compared to Hamilton's 46.
The Bobcats dominated the
second half but it was to no avail,
Hamilton ran 27 plays and gained
only 9 yards in the half.
Meanwhile the Bobcats gained 48
yards on the ground and four in
the air while running 44 plays.
The Bobcats put pressure on the
Hamilton defense throughout the
second half. All but one of the
Bates possessions started within
the SO. At the same time the

Bobcat defense didn't let the
Continentals into Bates territory
at all.
Bates had several opportunities
to score in the second half, when
they controlled the ball most of
the time.
Hamilton turnovers
gave the Bobcats good field
position on many occasions, but
as combination of tenacious Hamilton defense and Bates errors
proved costly.
The best Bates chance came at
the end of the third quarter, when
a bad punt gave them the ball on
the Hamilton 34. Quarterback
Olsen led a charge which gave the
visitors a first-and-goal on the
ten, but some key stops by the
defense on the four yard line
resulted in a Bates turnover on
downs.
Individiual statistics showed
fullback Gary Pugatch as the
game's leading rusher, with 37
yards on 13 carries. Bill Romaine
led Hamilton with 36 yards on IS
carries. On defense, Hamilton's
Don Oyer recovered two Bates
fumbles while his teammates
were busy intercepting two Bates
passes.
For Bates, Bill Ryan, Mike
Spotts, and Paul Del Cioppio
recovered fumbles while cap-

tain Kevin Murphy was involved
in more than fifteen tackles.
Hamilton's winning effort improved their season record to 2-1
while the Bobcats slumped to 1-3.
This week Bates faces one of its
toughest test of the season as
Amhcrst comes to town. With the
squad down to 43 players you may
sec some "shocking" changes in
the Bobcat starting lineup. Look
for a few key players to play both
ways, on offense and defense.

PIRG

Continued from Page 1

legislation.
PIRG is planning more
surveys and other activities
during the coming year. Prospective members and other interested individuals are invited to
attend the weekly meetings,
Thursdays at 6:30 in Hirasawa
Lounge.

Dining hall
Continued from Page 1
The new zone, which is now
law, will not give the College
carte blanch to build anything
anywhere, but will allow for real
planning in the future. The new
dining facility construction will be
within this new zone.

"No Trifling", opens
charming romantic
comedy.
Embroiled in the fun are: a
bumbling father determined to
manipulate the marriage of his
son to his beautiful niece; two
drunken and gluttonous priests;

in the manner of a humble
proverb. It's message is straightforward; love is not to be trifled
with, it is up to us to decide why.
The production will run
October
14-17, performances
Musset's story entertains us
beginning at 8:00 o'clock each
evening. The cast includes Susan
Continued from Page 1
Wanbaugh, Stephen Yank, Judith
Flyers have been distributed to
Allen, Joseph Phaneuf, Robert
student boxes to initiate interest.
Mullin. Thimothy Hillman. Bobbi
The C-A calls upon anyone inBirkmeir and a singing chorus of
terested to contact Jackie Alpert
eight women.
Michael M. Nash, Instructor
(Box 23).
The college should begin insin Theater is the director. The set
truction as soon as a sufficient
and costumes designer in Norman
number of courses can be offered.
Dodge.
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beautiful maidens worthy of
chaste love; and, in the guise of a
learned yet sentimental poet, the
romantic hero.

Experimental College

The Bates College Department of Theater and Speech will
present its first production of the

year this weekend.
The Play is "No Trifling
With Love" By Alfred de Musset.
As the title suggests, it is a

penence.
Understandably, the Admissions office the Administration
collectively delight over the program for it expands the areas of
interest here at Bates.
Examples of past courses include: Weaving, photography,
bridge, T.M., canoeing, plant
growing and care, experimental
film making and even gormet
cooking.
The C-A points out that this
year's curriculum depends on the
student body alone.

THE WAREHOUSE
PRESENTS

CAHOOTS PUB

For Your Drinking AND NOW
DINING PLEASURE
SERVING SANDWICHES AND DINNERS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 4:307:30
SPECIALS DAILY — AND OF COURSE
EVERY WEDNESDAY. SPAGHETTI AND
MEATBALLS — ALL YOU CAN EAT
ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

Boston sights

Continued from Page 4

Boston. The music of Harlem in
the '20s and '30s can be heard in
the musical at the Colonial Theatre (106 Boylston St.) Bubbling
Brown Sugar.
Both The Real Paper and The
Boston Phoenix are good sources

FREE CHECKING WITH CREDITLINE AT

THIBMI1H0RE
^Depositors Trust Company
MEMBER FDIC

Both The Real Paper and The
Boston Phoenix are good sources
of information on current movies,
jazz groups, and more ephemeral
happenings such as poetry readings, lectures, and workshops.
Further details on the Boston
trip and Arts Society events can
be found on the Chapel side of the
Mouthpiece bulletin board in
front of Hathorn Hall, the new
bulletin board for the Arts Society. The next meeting of the
group is Tuesday. 19 October, at
4:00 p.m. in 206 Hathorn Ha'l.
Plea .e come!!!

REDUCED BEER AND ALCOHOL PRICES
4:30 - 7:30
NO COVER NO DRESS CODE PROPER
ID'S REQUIRED (BE SURE TO BRING THEM)
ENTER NEXT TO THE WAREHOUSE, 37 PARK ST.

WHO HAVE YOU BEEN IN
CAHOOTS WITH LATELY???

Open Monday-Saturday
9.00a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Fri. ft Mm. 'til 8:30 p.m.
Open Sunday 11 to S
Tel. 784-3555
tt^w^n«Naru^...rhnith«rKindoTMon

Factory Outlet Store 67 Minot Awe., Auburn
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Wilde scores
100th goal

Volleyball has hectic schedule

Priscilla Wilde, senior cocaptain of The Bates Field Hockey
team scored her 100th career goal
Tuesday, October 12th, on our
home field. A strong, cohesive
effort by an enthusiastic Bates
team led to the Bobcats' 5-1
decision over The University of
Maine - Orono, as well as helping
Priscilla to score the five goals
which placed her over the 100 .
mark. Congratulations, Priscilla,
and good luck to the entire squad
in the remaining games.

I
by Sue Pope
The Bates Volleyball Team
had a hectic weekend, journeying
to the University of Rhode Island
on Friday. Oct. 8, and returning
to Portsmouth N.H. that evening
to rest up for 5 matches on
Saturday, October 10th.
An impressive URI team
defeated Bates 15-3. 15-8. Bates
played well, but defensively the
team was no match for the

UNH outplays field hockey squad
By MARTY PEASE
After two games last week the
Bates Field Hockey Team's record stands at three wins and two
losses. The JV's record is 3-1.
Tuesday UNH came to Bates to
defeat the Bobcats. The UNH
team simply outplayed and outhustled the Bobcats. UNH took
the game 3-1. with Kappy Dierf
scoring the only Bates goal.
The JVs made up for the varsity
loss by beating New England
College 3-0. Goalie Beth Brown
saw little action while Kim Joseph
scored one of Bates' goals.
Renata Cosby put in the other
two.
The team had two days to put it

back together before they travelled down to N.Kingston. R.I. to
take on URI Friday. Now it was
Bates' turn to do the outplaying.
The two days of practice payed off
and the team fell together.
Priscilla Wilde and Allyson Anderson put in extra effort to lead
the Bobcats to a 4-2 victory. The
offense worked well together with
Priscilla scoring all four goals.
Her career record is now 96 goals.
The junior varsity showed their
ability once again and pounded in
four goals against URI. Leslie
Dean and Renata Cosby each
scored two. The final score was
4-2.
The games against Brown
That's'also the place on which th
The Bobcats play UMO Tuesday. Tufts Friday and Vermont

Saturday. Come support a winning team.

excellent URI Spikers.
On Saturday, at the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham
Invitational. Bates women placed
first, winning all their matches
against Ricker, Unity. Augusta.
Portland-Gorham. and Husson.
The Husson match was very
exciting, as the Husson women
were excellent servers. After
losing the first game of the
match. Bates came back and won
the remaining two.
Serving remains a weak spot,
but is improving slowly. Both Jo
Anne Brambley and Karen Davis

record and was followed by Tom
Leonard in 2nd (yes Tom those
100 mile weeks can do wonders)
and a grinning Kim Wettlaufer in
3rd. Freshmen Greg Peters and
Tom Cloutier sealed the 17-41
victory by running their best
races of the season to finish 5th
and 6th respectively. Greg and
Tom are only beginning to show
their real potential after a rather
extended summer vacation.
Coach Slovenski didn't feel
the Maine team 'ran the kind of
race of which they are capable but
gave credit to his team for being
better prepared both physically
and psychologically.
Bates will come up against
UMO again in the state meet next
week which should verify the
Bobcat's strength on a neutral
course at Bowdoin, providing the

Anna Schroder a freshman
from Bangor. has played solidly
in every game, and this weekend
was no exception.

Captain Jackie Harris also
played well all around, primarily,
blocking at the net. On offense.
Tracy Buckley, a first year player
had her best day Saturday,
driving home some fine spikes.

Soccer team swamps Colby
By MARK REINHALTER

past Colby goalie Sanderson for
the margin of victory.

The Bates College Soccer team
raised its record to 2 and 4 last
Saturday as they posted a 1-0 win
over Colby College in weather
conditions thai turned the field
into a virtual quagmire. After a
scoreless first half the Bobcats
dominated play in the second half
until finally the Colby defense
cracked.
With only 2 minutes and 45
second left in the game senior
halfback Claudio lida slid a shot

Playing Colby for the second
time in two weeks Bales found it
difficult to repeat their previous
performance, when they rolled up
a 5-0 score. A steady rain proved
to be an equalizer as play
remained around midficld for
most of the first half. One of
Bates' best chances came on a
direct kick from 10 yards outside
the penalty area when Stan Pelli
took a low, skidding shot that

Bobcats demolish Orono runners
For you aevoted cross-country fans who are wondering about
last week's article; well, as Ken
Hammond put it "a picture is
worth a thousand words". In that
meet the Bobcats demolished one
of the strongest teams ever to
come from Orono despite the loss
of their ace runner Gerry LaFlamme.
The Maine team had beaten
traditionally powerful Brandeis
earlier in the season and was
figured to break a ten year
dominance of the dual meet by
Bates. However, the Black Bears
foolishly burned themselves out
before reaching Mount David
where the superior hill running
ability of the Bobcats enabled
them to rip through a fading
UMO pack.
Winner Paul Oparowski was
only 5 seconds off the course

had a good day for serving on
Friday. Karen had quite a string
of serves going, many unreturnable.

golfers stay home this time.
This past Saturday Bates
rolled
(or
should
I
say
splashed'?) to an easy 18-42
victory over W.P.I, despite a
torrential downpour and a nasty
section of stairs which tended to
slow the times on the 4.9 mile
course. Paul Oparowski having
finally figured out the way. led
the Bates finishers in first place
although Tom Leonard followed
close behind to make sure.
W.P.I. -s lcad runner finished
a strong third but was quickly
followed up by Rick Debruin in
4th. Kim Wettlaufer 5th. Greg
Peters 6th. Tom Cloutier 8th,
(contrary to popular belief it is
possible for someone to finish
between Greg and Tom. and
Mark Sodestrom in 10th. Among
the hardworking lower elchelon
Jim Gaffey managed to recover

from last weeks disasierous race
to place 12th and was followed by
Steve Streeter in 17th. Frank
Hazelwood 18th. Dave Nordstrom
19th. (no Dave, you can't use your
roller skis on the hills) Ken
Hammond 22nd and quarter miler
Tom Ficarra in 26th.
The meet was a low pressure
race for Bates although the
W.P.I, runners put forth a fine
effort and ran their best times.
The meet was capped off by a
scenic post race tour of Worcester
storm sewers which almost turned out to be more exhausting that
the race.
As mentioned above the next
big race is the Maine Invitational
which will take place on
Bowdoin's home course Saturday.
Oct. 16th at 11:00. If UMO can
put together a good race it will be
close so don't miss this one.

almost eluded Sanderson.
Toby Smiles had several testing
chances but he rose to the
occasion to record his first career
shutout. In total he made 12
saves, several of the spectacular
variety.
The second half saw Bates in
control with halfbacks Dave
Quinn, Dick Kwiatkowski. and
forwards Mike Cloutman and Jim
Tonrey all enjoying fine games.
The game was decisively in
Bales' favor as indicated by the
12-3 advantage the Bobcats held
in the statistics of corner kicks.
However it was not until lida
tallied his game winning goal that
the victory was clinched. The
score came on an unassisted shot
from the top of the penalty area
and skipped into the left corner
almost hitting the goalpost.
The junior varsity squad also
found the wet field to be a
problem. The JV's came away
with a 3-3 tie to make their record
3-0-1. They have won all their
other games in impressive fashion, all by identical 5-0 scores.
Goal scorers against Colby were
Clement Chenjo. Peter Hcmmendingcr, and Stu Ames. The JV's
fought back from a 2-0 deficit only
to have Colby score in the closing
minutes on a questionable goal.
Next week's games include
Wednesday at Bowdoin and a
3:00 Friday afternoon contest
with Bates hosting
Williams
College which will kick off parents' weekend.

Neighbors disturbed about campus noise
Korn-Haus-Keller
Subs, Pizzas
Luncheon Specials

Cold Beer on Tap
HOURS-Mon. -Sat 11-11
1472 Lisbon Street
Tel. 783-7950
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Fitzgerald, along with Security
Chief Chet Emmons arrived on
the scene, the group had already
abandoned all plans to cause any
more of a disturbance. After
questioning the proctors. Dean
Isaacson procured the names of a
few individuals who seemed to be
the "leaders" of the noise makers
and called a special meeting with
these students and a group of
proctors last Monday Night.
Dean Isaacson felt this meet-

LTD

presents.

Original Oriental Art
Exhibition and Sale
10 am to 5 pm
Friday October 29,1976
ORIGINAL CRAPHIC ART / CUSTOM FRAMING
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ing was necessary in order to
attempt to promote a change in
attitude in the involved students
and find ways in which this type
of activity can be stopped in the
future.
The major problem wasn't
that a window was broken or that
students around campus were
bothered by the excess noise,
although Dean Isaacson emphasizes that these were indeed
problems, buj that residents of

adjacent homes showed much
resentment (and have in the past)
to occurrences like that of last
Thursday night.
Because the campus is right
in the middle of a residential
section, loud noise often bothers
the campus neighbors. These
same people vote on zoning
issues like the one concerning the
new dining hall and any other
new building the college wishes
to erect. As the college tries to
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Gala Party Afterwards

expand. Dean Isaacson says, the
neighbors are watching closely,
and any resentment they feel
toward the College might be
expressed by their negative vote
on zoning laws favorable to the
College. Dean Isaacson feels that
students should think twice in the
future before they engage in any
activity which might upset our
campus neighbors and cause
them to help prevent further
expansion of Bates facilities.

Turn America Around
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2-0155,41283,4-0645,2-7181

Cooper's

Seafoda Steaks
Now serving Cocktails!
11-11 daily except Sundays
403 Sabattus St. 2-9209
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